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Tax Authority Simplifies Certificate of Domicile
Directorate General of Taxes (DGT) makes the administrative process simpler for Non-Resident Taxpayers
receiving income from Indonesia especially related to Double Tax Avoidance Agreement or Tax Treaty
between Indonesia and partner’s country or jurisdiction.
In the implementation of Tax Treaty, Indonesia’s tax authority requires Non-Resident Taxpayers to submit
Certificate of Domicile (CoD) along with the form and the information pursuant to the characteristic of
income earned by Non-Resident Taxpayers in Indonesia.
By the issuance of Director General of Taxes Regulation Number PER-25/PJ/2018 on Procedures for
Implementation of Double Tax Avoidance Agreement, effective from 1 January 2019, the CoD form of
Non-Resident Taxpayer is simplified to one form only (consisting of two pages).
Previously, there were two types of CoD forms of Non-Resident Taxpayers provided by DGT, namely Form
DGT-1 (three pages) and DGT-2 Form (two pages). Form DGT-2 is made particularly for Non-Resident
Taxpayers in the form of banks; the income recipients through custodian from transfer of share or
obligation in Indonesia’s capital market (other than interest and dividend); as well as pension fund.
In addition, the frequency of submission of Form DGT by tax withholder/collector is also shorten, formerly
submitted monthly in Periodic Tax Return to only once within the period covered in Form DGT. The
channel of submission of Form DGT also changes, beforehand manually submitted (in the form of certified
copy) to electronically.
The tax period and fiscal year in Form DGT do not alter, which is still 12 months at maximum. However, if
the limit of such period has not been possible to exceed the calendar year (e.g. August-December 2018),
starting from next year it may exceed the calendar year (e.g. August 2018-July 2019). This relaxation is
stated in the period column accommodating the range of period that is longer—from current month and
calendar year to the following month and calendar year. Previously, the period column only states the
information from month to month within the current calendar year.
In the new Form DGT, DGT also adds a question about whether or not there is any difference between the
legal form and economic substance in the entity establishment or transaction implementation.
Furthermore, there is an additional column affirming the residence status of Non-Resident Taxpayers from
one country only.
The simplification of Form DGT also eliminates a number of questions, namely questions related to the
identity of tax withholding in Indonesia (Part IV), as well as the types and the amount of income from
Indonesia (Part VII). However, the eliminated questions do not reduce the substance and the purpose of
Non-Resident Taxpayer’s CoD.

Affirmation
DGT, through PER-25/PJ/2018, affirms four criteria of Non-Resident Taxpayers who can obtain the benefit
of Tax Treaty. First, the income recipient is not categorized as resident tax subject. Second, the income
recipient is the individual or entity that is a resident tax subject from partner’s country or jurisdiction of
Tax Treaty. Third, there is no misuse of Tax Treaty. Fourth, the income recipient is categorized as Beneficial
Owner, in terms of required in the Tax Treaty.
Those criteria shall be affirmed by Non-Resident Taxpayers when they fill out CoD, particularly by making
a statement that there is no misuse of Tax Treaty. Especially for Non-Resident Taxpayers who are
Beneficial Owner, they are also obliged to make a statement that they are the actual (final) beneficiary, in
terms of required in the Tax Treaty.
Other than the general definition as stipulated in the previous regulation, PER-25/PJ/2018 also affirms the
form of Tax Treaty misuse in the form of arrangement of directly and indirectly transaction that is aimed
at reducing the tax burden or avoiding the tax imposition in any jurisdiction (double non taxation)
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